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During my visiting period (July, 18th - September, 15th) in Uppsala I worked with Prof.
Bissi on the computation of correlation functions in a particular model of Conformal Field
Theory (CFT) [1] in one dimension. This computation takes advantage on the fact that
this theory in one dimension is dual to a string theory on Anti-de Sitter (AdS) space in two
dimensions. In this space we can compute the correlation functions using a perturbative
approach, introducing the Witten diagrams and the associated amplitudes. These amplitudes
can be computed using the Mellin formalism [2, 3]. Mellin transformation is useful in doing
computation on a curved space with boundary and makes manifest the recursion relations used
in computing correlation functions for any scaling dimension.

We focused on the four point correlation function and the first perturbative correction on
AdS: the contact interaction. Knowing the exact expression of the four point correlation func-
tion is interesting because, comparing it with the conformal block expansion, we can extract
some useful information about the anomalous dimension of the fields, which is important from
the renormalization point of view. The result was already known by computations performed
with another formalism and this is a check to ensure that our approach in consistent. We per-
formed the whole computation in generic dimension using a symbolic computational software
(Mathematica). Before taking the limit to one dimension, we checked that it’s well defined:
at first sight divergences appear but, expanding all contributions, they cancel each other.

Then we concentrated on a method to compute the one loop diagram. This is very com-
plicated because the spectral representation involves three integrals. We are still working on
a method proposed in [4], which describe a way to reduce the loop diagrams to a combination
of tree level diagrams. Tree level diagrams are easier to compute, and we’re trying to apply
this reduction to our model and to extract the expression of the anomalous dimension at one
loop. In fact, from a dimensional analysis, we know what we should obtain and this would be
another check for our technique. This last point is still open and we are working on it after I
left Uppsala. This might be the starting point of a collaboration with Prof. Bissi.

Working at Uppsala University was really exciting, I tasted how the high level research
proceed. I met a lot of interesting people from different culture and different academic grades
(PhD students, Post-Docs and professors) involved in the same research topics. It really worth
discuss with them about the aspects of theoretical physics.

Finally, I was totally impressed by Swedish culture: it is completely different from the
Italian one. For example, the feeling of community is amazing as well as the respect they have
toward the nature (specially the forest). Fika time is an unavoidable daily appointment.

This experience changed my mind, not only on the professional level, but on the cultural
one too. I hope that this new collaboration will bring me back to Sweden in the next future.
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